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some economists, not only is the relevant multiplier positive,
but it is greater than unity.1
§ 10. The broad conclusion to which the analysis of the
preceding five paragraphs points is clearly that, in general,
investments by public authorities financed by loans carry
with them increases in aggregate money outlay.
§ 11. Let us now suppose, secondly, that money borrowed
by public authorities is transferred by them to poor persons,
for example the beneficiaries of State-aided unemployment
insurance. The bulk of this money is pretty sure to be ex-
pended on the purchase of consumption goods, and so indirectly
in creating money income for the producers of those goods.
Though some of the borrowed money may have come out of
what would have been private investment and some out of
what would have been outlay by private persons (other than
the recipients of the State grants) on consumption goods, the
primary effect of this public finance operation is bound, for
the reasons given in § 3, namely that a part of the loans to
government will be made by shifts of money from passive
to active balances and the creation of new bank money, to be
an increase in aggregate money outlay. All we have to de-
termine, therefore, is the character of the secondary effects
that follow from a larger proportion of aggregate purchasing
power2 coming to be held by relatively poor persons. It is
sometimes argued in very crude terms that this secondary
effect must entail an expansion in aggregate money outlay,
because poor people may be expected to spend a larger pro-
portion of their income than rich people, and spending generates
income whereas saving does not. This will not do. Nothing
is gained for aggregate money income if a poor man spends
£100 on food and clothes instead of a rich man saving and
investing it in building a garage. But, though this reasoning
fails, the conclusion to which it points is, nevertheless, correct.
The larger the proportion of any given real income that is in
the hands of poor persons, the less, in all probability, will be
offered against a given prospective return from investment.
But, if the supply schedule of resources for investment is
1 For a more adequate discussion of these matters compare my Employ-
ment and Equilibrium, part iii.
a I use this term to avoid an awkwardness arising from the fact that the
receipts of poor persons from government transfers are not technically income.

